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SOME ALGEBRAICALLY INDEPENDENT
CONTINUED FRACTIONS

VICHIAN LAOHAKOSOL AND PATCHARA UBOLSRI

ABSTRACT. Using simple arguments, we prove algebraic independence of a

class of continued fractions extending an earlier result of Bundschuh. We then

apply it to give another proof of algebraic independence of numbers whose

g-adic and continued fraction expansions are explicitly known.

1. Introduction. Let

111 r .
A = ao-\-■-■-       = oo;ai,a2,o3, ...

0-1+ 0*2+ 0-3 H-

and

B = °° + TTTTTTíTT       = [°o; Oi, b2, b3, ...]
01+02+ O3 -I-

be continued fractions with positive integral partial quotients. Recently, Bundschuh

[3] proved that if there exists a real number r > 1 such that

r-xan > bn > <:}        (n = 1,2,3,...),

then A and B are algebraically independent (over Q). Bundschuh's proof makes

use of a criterion for algebraic independence established by Durand [4]. In this

note, we shall prove this same theorem under a weaker hypothesis. Our method

does not appeal to Durand's criterion, but is based on an algebraic independence

proof of Shiokawa [7] for gap series. Shiokawa mentioned that his arguments were

essentially due to Flicker [5]. We now formulate our main result.

THEOREM. Let A,B,(an),(bn) be as above. Let r > 1, (uj) be an increasing

sequence of positive integers and let f(n) be an integer-valued function of natural

argument n with f(n) > 2 (n = 0,1,2, ...), and f(rij) —> oo (j —> oo). //

r~lan > bn > aSn^l)        (n = 1,2,3, ...),

then A and B are algebraically independent {over Q).

As an application, we shall prove

COROLLARY. Let ß be a positive irrational number, gi > g2 be two distinct

natural numbers > 1. If the simple continued fraction of ß has unbounded partial

quotients each of which is > 1 + (2log (ft)/log g2, then the two numbers

oo

Miß]
Ei»-1)»«       (í = 1>2)>
1=1

where [x] denotes the integer part of x, are algebraically independent (over Q).
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The two algebraically independent numbers in the corollary are interesting be-

cause their g-adic developments (as defined above) and their continued fractions

can explicitly be computed. They have recently become better known owing to

the works of Adams and Davison [1] and Bundschuh [2]. Their algebraic indepen-

dence, under a slightly weaker hypothesis on the partial quotients, was first proved

by Bundschuh [2] using Durand's criterion.

2. Lemma. We shall first recall an auxiliary result. For A, B, (an), (bn) as

above, let the nth convergents of A, B be, respectively,

Pn{A) Pn(B) . , , ,
—T-rr = [a0;a1,...,an],    —7757 = b0;6i,... ,onJ       (n = 0,1, ...).
9n(A) qn{B)

LEMMA.   Let the notation be as above.  Then

(i)

0 < \A-pn(A)/qn(A)\ < (qn(A)qn+1(A))-1 < (an+1ql(A))-\

0 < (2qn(B)qn+1(B))-1 <\B - pn(B)/qn(B)\

< (qn(B)qn+1(B))-1 < {bn+1ql{B))-\

(ii) // an > rbn (r > 1) for all n= 1,2,..., then

qn(A)>rn/2qn(B)    (n = 0,1, 2, ...).

(iii) // (an) is a strictly increasing sequence and an+i > a£ (n — 2,3,4, • • •), then

qn{A)<a2n    (n = 0,1,2,...).

PROOF, (i) is standard for any continued fractions; see e.g. Chapter X of Hardy

and Wright [6].

(ii) is Lemma 3 of Bundschuh [3] ; it follows easily from induction.

(iii) is Lemma l(iv) of Bundschuh [3]; again the proof is easily done by induction.

3. Proof of the Theorem. Suppose on the contrary that A and B are alge-

braically dependent (over Q). Then there exits a nonidentically vanishing

D,   D2

P(X, Y) := £ J2 WH^i € Z[X, Y]
i=0 j=0

such that P(A, B) = 0. We may assume that P(X,Y) is one with minimum total

degree Di + D2 among such polynomials. Consider for fixed natural number n

/Pn04)     Mfl)\_ V (Pn(A)V (Pn(B)\>
r»'    ^\qn(AY   qn(B)J      L,W*\qn(A)J   \qn(B))   '

If Pn / 0, then being a rational number we must have

\Pn\>{qn{A))-Di(qn(B))-D*

and so, using part (ii) of the lemma,

(1) \Pn\>rn^2(qn(A))-^-D\



Let

Then

(2)
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¿i := 6i(n, A) = A- pn(A)/qn{A),

62 := 62{n,B) = B - pn(B)/qn{B).

Pn = P(A -6i,B- 62) =Yfwij{A - 6iy{B - 62y
i,j

= wiÔ! + w262 + 0{\6\2)

where |<5| = max(|oi|, \S2\),

u>i = -'^2iwijAl~1B:>,    and    w2 = -y^ijwjjAtB3~1.

i à i,3

By part (i) of the lemma and by the hypotheses of the theorem, we get

\0l\ = \A-pn{Ä)/qn{A)\ < {an+lql{A))-1 < {ra£»>£{A))-\

and so by part (iii) of the lemma,

(3) WZr-HdniA))-2-™'*.

Similarly,

N = \B-pn(B)/qn(B)\ < {bn+1ql{B))-1

< [a^ql{B))-1 < {qn{A))-f^l\ql{B))-\

Thus from (l)-(4), if Pn / 0, we have

rnD^2(qn(A))-D^D^ < 0((qn(A))-^/2)

which is a contradiction when n G (uj) is sufficiently large. To complete the proof,

we need only show that Pn ^ 0 for infinitely many n G (ny). First we observe

that at least one of the w\,w2 is ^ 0. For if not, unless P(X, Y) is constant with

respect to one of its arguments, A and B would satisfy a polynomial equation of

total degree lower than D\ + D2, namely,

^iwlJXl-1YJ =0   or    ^jWijX'Y^1 = 0.

i,j i,j

Since it involves only minor change of arguments for the case where only one of

the w\, w2 is 0, we shall assume that none of the u>i, w2 is 0. We also observe that

from parts (i) and (ii) of the lemma,

< 21n(B)qn+i(B) < 2(rn/2+(n+i)/2)-l ^ 0    (n e (    }) n _ œ)_
qn{A)qn+i(A)

Consequently, Pn = S2Q where

Q = wi6i/62 + w2 + 0(\6\2/S2) -> w2 ¿ 0    (ne {tij), n -» oo)

and so Pn / 0 for infinitely many n e (ny).   This completes the proof of the

theorem.
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4. Proof of the Corollary. Let

oo oo

A = -£(gi-l)9ÏW],    B = J2(92-l)92m,
i=l »=1

and let the continued fractions of A, B, ß~x be

[a0;ai,a2, ...], [o0;oi,o2, ...], [c0;ci,c2, ...],

respectively. From Bundschuh [2, Theorem 1, p. Ill], we know

a»=0in-2£¡¿*"_1'

(n = 1,2,3,...)
¿=o

c„-l

bn=9?-252gl2 <7n-2

¿=0

where qn denotes the denominator of the nth convergent of the continued fraction

of/?-1. Since gi > g2, then

c„-l

an > g?-2 £ g2'
?n-2

i=0

= (9i/92)q"-2gq2n-2

Cn-l

i=0

g^-2    (n = 1,2,3,...)

> (9xl92)gqr2 £ gT~2 = (9i/H2)bn,
i=0

and so there exists r = gi/g2 > 1 such that r~1an > bn (n = 1,2,3, ...).  Also,

from equation (10), p. 114 of Bundschuh [2], we know that

bn > ff2c""c1)9"-1        (« = 1,2,3,

an-\ < g\
lQn-2      (n = 4,5,6,...).

In order to complete the proof, it suffices to show that for n > 4 there exists

an integer-valued function /(n) with f(n) > 2, /(n,) —► oo for some increasing

subsequence (nj) of positive integers, such that o„ > an_f '. To satisfy this last

inequality, it is enough from the above estimates to have

f(n - 1) < (C" - 1)9"-1 l0g g2 = P^ (cn - 1) ( 1 +     Qn~3

Choose

c„-i9n-2log 9i log gi

log g2,

Cn-lÇn-2

/(«-I) 1) (n = 4,5,6,...).
L los ff i

From the hypotheses that (c„) is an unbounded sequence each of which is > 1+

2log ffi/log g2, we immediately infer that /(n) > 2 and f{uj) —> oo for some

increasing sequence of positive integers (nj).
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